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526 FIELD RECALIBRATION -- UNPUBLISHED

NOTE : These groups can be adjusted independently according to symptom .

Test Circle Overlay

1. Set Quadrature Phasing Control to 12.00 .

2. Adjust L264 for equal circle overlay.
3. Adjust C251 for equal extremes while rotating Quadrature Phasing CW to

CCW. This can accurately be done if an R-Y Vector is also available .
4. Adjust C363 for Vertical overlay of test circle .
5. Adjust C313 for Horizontal overlay of test circle .

CW Hash

1. Adjust R356 for sharp definition of rest circle and equal hash or left and
right side of test circle .

2. Adjust L356 for null on left side of test circle .
3. Adjust L366 for null on right side of test circle
4. Adjust L295, if necessary, to eliminate hash .
5. Adjust R306 for shoro de inition of est circle top and porton
6. Adjust L306 for nuli on rop of test circle .
7. Adjust L316 for null on bottom of test circle .

8. Adjus? L- 40 , if necessary , to eliminate hash .
9. 4Lock 4. " T " trap coiis with # 4-40 nuts .

NOTE: L245 and L295 are generally at maximum initially . Adjustment of
these may necessitate readjustmenr of L264 . L295 will be at maxi

mum when vector display nulls positioning to the right. L245 will
be at maximumn when vector display nulls downward . Result of
L295 and L245 correctly adjusted will be little, if any, positioning
change of center dot when Quadrature or Fine Phase is rotated .

Burst Jitter

1 . Switch Display Selector to Line Sweep and adjusi Burst Gate so that the top
of Burst is intensified .

If sweep is erratic or no intensification is present, check V404 .
3. Vary line voltage from 105 to 125V AC. If intensification moves from the

previous setting, change V404 (6AU6) .

Burst Lock

1. Verify setting of Burst Gate as above . This can be done with or without
lock in if above steps are followed .

2. Verify that shielded cable connected to top of L102 is not broken .
3. Verify that gain of V134 is at least 75 .
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Burst Lock Continued

4 .
Ground center arm of R137 ( DC bal ) and adjust L145 for near lock- in , re
move ground .

5. Adjust T132 for maximum indication on CRT ( preliminary adj . ) .6 . With Signal removed, adjust R137 center arm for OV with X 10 probe.
7. Adjust T152 for quickest recovery when switching subcarrier selector back

and forth from free - run to controlled position .
8. If test scope is available , monitor cenfer arm of ( DC bal pot) R137 with

burst locked in . If greater than 250-300 mV from OV, Varicaps C142
and C143 may need replacing .

9. With probe on DC bal pot , reduce scope sensitivity and AC coupled. Switch
subcarrier selector to Free-run and observe beat frequency of 500 Hz or less ,10 . If greater than 500 Hz, adjust DC bal to 500 Hz instead of OV.

11. Switch subcarrier selector to Internal control and verify that Burst locks in
immediately .

12. Momentarily , ground pin 7 of V150 and check for immediate come -back .

Burst Alignment

1 . Center Fine Phase control and set Precision Phase to 000.0.
2. Adjust L224 for maximum swing of Burst when rotating Fine Phase Control .
3. Adjust L102 and if necessary , T132 tor Burst alignment .
4. Adjust C329 for minimum wave shape change as Burst is rotated from 180�to 140 � .

Precision Phasing Tracking

1. Adjust C198A for max test circle amplitude with Precision Phase Dial CCW.2. Switch Display Selector to Line Sweep mag .3 . With Precision Phase at 000.0, adjust Burst to reference line with Fine
Phase . (Note: If B-Y or Yel . Vector is available , use this for better
resolution .) .

4. Adjust L205 for 000.0 alignment .
5. Adjust R205 for 180.0 alignment .
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 .

Test Circle Amplitude

1. Adjust L45 for maximum test circle amplitude .

A and B Signal Overlay

1. Patch A and B inputs together with patch cord .
2. Switch input selector to A and B.
. Free- run subcarrier and adjust A and B gain Pots for overlaying circles .4. Switch subcarrier Selector back to Internal and adjust C26 for Burst overlay .

Horizontal Registration

1. Switch Display to Line Sweep and adjust R387 (Horiz . gain) so that sweep fills' the inner circle .
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Horizontal Registration Continued

2. Without touching Horiz , position control , switch Display to Vector Displayand adjust R369 (Horiz . Reg . ) to position center dot to the center of the CRT .3. Vary line Voltage and note direction and amount of drift of display. If itis over 2 div , consider changing demodulator tubes for low emission . S / N 748and above, adjust R302 and R352 to eliminate DC Drift .

ISK

1 .

2 .

If adjusted should be on line 18 and 19. (See page 6-6 of manual . )With Test Circles out of Phase , adjust C53 and C56 for maximum flickerrate .

Power Supply Check

1. (See Page 6-3 of manual . )

Jerry Eastman / cmh
Product Technical Information
10-14-66
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